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Position and direction finding for exploration and mapping. 

The year is 2012, and I have journeyed by four wheel drive vehicle to a remote part of Southern 

Africa. A research assistant and I sit on hardwood stools of an ancient pattern, positioned outside a 

circular thatched hut made of mud bricks. On my lap is a Garmin GPS receiver, picking up signals 

from satellites silently circling the earth over twenty thousand kilometres up in space. Closer at 

hand, a pair of black collared barbets begin an urgent duet in a nearby thorn tree while my research 

assistant studies my face, trying to gauge whether he has conveyed a point about the spatial 

relationship of kraals in this area. I look puzzled, but he has an idea. He smiles, and in the sand at our 

feet begins to draw a simple map with his finger. He looks up at me expectantly; now I am sure to 

understand.  

 

By drawing a map to delineate an area, my assistant is following a tradition far older than the stools 

on which we sit. By means of the lines on the ground in front of me, I am able to apprehend spatial 

characteristics and patterns of an area I have not visited personally. No doubt hunting directions 

were given and strategies debated by primitive man in the same way.  

In order to draw his map in the sand, my assistant possessed firsthand experience, and exploration 

has often been a precursor to mapping new or unfamiliar territory. Even where features can be 

delineated from remotely sensed data, “ground truthing” is needed. Exploring is a part of what 

makes us human. We may even embody an explorer’s gene, a concept debated in a recent National 

Geographic article. Such a genetic mutation could make us more likely to take risks, explore new 

places, and was probably more likely to be present in the individuals and families who, tens of 

thousands of years ago, migrated out from Africa and spread across the globe.  

Since humans are unable to sense position instinctively, techniques and accuracies in exploring and 

mapping have always been closely bound up with available instrumentation and tables. The 



 
 

magnetic compass, originating in ancient China, has assisted navigators for centuries, while Vikings 

used sundials and perhaps ‘sunstones’ capable of sensing polarised light when the sun was obscured 

by cloud. Many methods depended on the apparent movement of sun, moon and stars, and for 

Western civilisations a pivotal point in position and direction finding was the publication of the first 

Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris in 1767, cataloguing a selection of celestial bodies. 

Even prior to this, an identifiable pole star at the extension of the earth’s rotation axis appeared to 

climb or fall relative to the horizon as northern hemisphere sailors moved north or south, enabling 

mariners to return reliably to the latitude of a starting point or other places of interest. Over the 

years, angles have been measured by cross-staffs, back-staffs (easier on the eye when observing the 

sun), and later sextants with both real and artificial horizons. At a push, latitude angles could even 

be replicated with a couple of knots tied in a length of string held at arm’s length, with the knots 

acting as rudimentary “waypoints” in our current GPS parlance. One knot lined up with the horizon 

and another with the pole star signalled graphically whether the observer was north or south of a 

previously visited position.  

Since the earth makes a full revolution in 24 hours, the determination of longitude is closely bound 

up with time, which in the days of pendulum clocks could not be kept at sea. A “workaround” 

solution resorted to for latitude-only navigation was to “run the parallels”.  For example, an explorer 

sailing to the Caribbean from Lisbon could, on the return voyage, hitch a ride up the Gulf Stream to 

the latitude of Lisbon then sail home eastwards on a small circle course, keeping a constant latitude.   

In the Pacific Ocean, prodigious voyages undertaken by Polynesian navigators were similarly dogged 

by an uncertainty in longitude and also, for voyages south of the equator, by the lack of a bright star 

comparable with Polaris at the south celestial pole. A comparatively recent garnering of Polynesian 

navigation techniques, coupled with validation voyages, has demonstrated that the zenith stars for 

islands (i.e. stars whose declination is the same as the latitude of the islands, or in other words 

which pass directly above them) can be estimated north or south of a vessel’s mast with some 

confidence, thereby yielding an approximate latitude, or else the same object achieved through the 

angle above the horizon of star pairs at their highest point.  

For societies without the benefit of the magnetic compass, sun and stars were important in direction 

finding as well as in position determination. The rising and setting azimuth of stars is independent of 

latitude, a fact that can be employed in maintaining a constant heading. Because the usefulness of 

stars for azimuth decreases quite rapidly as they rise above the horizon (since their trajectory 

depends on the latitude of the observer and declination of the star), in practice navigators needed to 

know plenty of stars, with the entry level for a would-be navigator being the names and movements 

of close to two hundred stars. A smorgasbord of other techniques supplemented sun and star 

techniques, including ocean swells, wind compasses and birds (including boobies, gannets, terns, 

frigate birds, noddies, and godwits (kūaka) on their 11000km non-stop flight from Alaska). 

Polynesian navigators also knew how swells diffracted around islands, and about condensation 

plumes above islands, both of which effectively expanded landfalls.  

Permanent pointing stones were sometimes set up on shore to send vessels off on the correct 

heading, and it is an attractive picture to imagine a seagoing waka afloat within the calm of a reef, 

waiting like a Boeing 747 on an airport curtain, paddles plied softly to keep the vessel lined up with 

navigation stones on the shore. On board, a navigator would be watching the sky intently, noting 



 
 

how certain stars rose and set relative to features on the hull and rigging, reacquainting himself (or 

herself, because where there were no sons, navigators occasionally passed their knowledge on to 

daughters) with the appearance and paths of these ancient friends so they could be recognised even 

in a momentary window in a cloudy sky.  

The knowledge possessed by Polynesian navigators was not one of cogs, balance wheels and 

graduated scales, but rather of a close affinity with the natural world that was intimate yet so 

understated that centuries later Europeans would still be debating whether early voyages were 

deliberate or accidental. Captain James Cook within a decade changed his position from fully 

supporting to rejecting the idea of deliberate voyaging, perhaps influenced by a strong lobby that 

found it difficult to believe that savages could out-navigate Europeans. Today, scholarship coupled 

with re-enacted voyages has made a strong case for voyages being premeditated affairs not 

haphazard blunderings about the Pacific.  

A paradigm shift in way finding between Europeans and autochthons was evident on land as well as 

at sea, with encounters frequently characterised by arrogance and underestimation on the part of 

the Europeans. Such underestimation has proved mistaken: even modern urban Australian 

aborigines demonstrate visual spatial memory superior to those of European descent, and in Africa 

the Khoisan (bushmen) possess legendary tracking skills and have repeatedly demonstrated 

phenomenal memories for places and landmarks. A picturesquely ironic illustration is found in the 

story of Charles Dunell Rudd, fleeing south from present day Zimbabwe with a concession that 

would form one of the girders underpinning European domination of that country. When he ran out 

of water, Rudd buried the concession and carefully obliterated his tracks as he departed to seek out 

a tree under which to lie down and die of thirst. Khoisan, probably the original inhabitants of the 

land referred to in the concession, revived Rudd by opening a precious ostrich egg of water from 

their emergency supplies and, with the consummate bush-craft that is all too often undervalued 

when weighed against technological superiority, they also tracked down and returned the buried 

document.  

From a Eurocentric perspective, the failure to measure longitude inspired prizes of king’s ransoms 

for anyone who could solve the problem. Aside from the frivolous solutions proposed, Galileo and 

others moved the science of position finding forward to a point where King Louis of France 

complained that he was losing more land to his surveyors than his enemies. The Greenwich 

observatory was founded in 1675, and the first Astronomer Royal appointed to begin cataloguing 

movements of stars and moon well enough to determine longitude through the lunar distances 

method. In the early 1700s a completely novel approach was also being taken by John Harrison, 

joiner turned genius clockmaker. Harrison’s first clock mechanisms were fashioned in wood, and by 

1769 Captain Cook was mapping the coastline of New Zealand using Kendall’s copy of Harrison’s 

fourth marine chronometer. By 1860 there were 800 chronometers in the Royal Navy, and in 1884 

Greenwich Time would become an internationally agreed standard.  

A new age of exploration had dawned, not only at sea but also on land. In Africa, the missionary 

David Livingstone apprenticed with Maclear, Her Majesty’s Astronomer in Cape Town, and he and 

other explorers, such as Eduard Mohr, used the method of lunar distances to compute longitudes. 

Although the precisions of their longitudes could easily vary by forty kilometres, their latitudes were 

consistently excellent, and on the scale of the African continent forty kilometres is of little moment 



 
 

for most practical purposes. Although reckoned by converts Livingstone was an indifferent 

performer, he was lionised by the Geographical Society for his exploration accomplishments. Other 

amateurs who turned their hands to mapping in Africa included Knight-Bruce, Bishop of 

Bloemfontein, who made do with a compass and a kind of trip-meter (that counted revolutions of 

the wheels of well appointed ox-wagons of the day, thereby furnishing distance travelled), and the 

artist Thomas Baines, who took regular latitude observations and, when he had access to a 

chronometer and co-observer, longitude also. Baines’ daily writings are threaded with which stars he 

has observed, and he is often up at odd hours of the night, deploring the use of a tent because it 

allows deeper sleep and the illusion of security.  

And so back to the present day, where my nephew demonstrates a smart phone application to his 

surveyor uncle, explaining how it can show him what stars and constellations he is looking at while 

also displaying where he is on the earth’s surface to within a metre or two. If he goes for a walk, his 

phone will enable him to retrace his exact track back again, even in zero visibility. His position might 

also be useful to others, in fact he could be voting with his feet just by standing still, broadcasting a 

tacit message that he is at a particular location. Some followers of hype and sensation may choose 

to follow him, while others might actively seek out spaces devoid of people, and this will probably 

always be so. What else will remain constant as technology continues to evolve? We will still 

apprehend the idea of the unknown even living in suburbia, and there will always be a need to 

depict spatial extents whether for cross-border animal migrations or merely designing a housing 

layout. Surveyors will still seek to position themselves to manage new forms of data, provide robust 

coordinate systems and assess precision and reliability of solutions, and surveying curricula will 

continue to predict and teach principles and techniques that future-proof professional surveyors for 

their career spans. Finally, the exploring gene will doubtless continue to be more pronounced in 

some individuals than others. Half a century hence, if we still have a world, two toddlers in a garden 

might find an untrodden path and one toddler avoid it, not knowing where it leads, while the other 

take the path for the identical reason.  

 


